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Scaled models of tectonic structures are often used to show allowable geometries and to
illustrate the effects of progressive deformation. Analogue modelling is a tried and proven
technique for simulating extensional fault structures and can imitate the style of structures
imaged by seismic reflections. Sandbox models were constructed to simulate extensional
structures above simple listric, ramp-flat-ramp and complex detachment morphologies. Only
one modelling style was used in this thesis, that of a fixed footwall with a non-stretching
box which separates the footwall from the
se models cannot simulate thermal, isostatic,
. Dry quartz sand with a grain size of
material in 2D experiments, sand mixed with
computerised romography experiments. 
ts and coarse granular NaHCot was used in
Previous extensional sandbox models were unable to demonstrate structural patterns where
pre-existing faults with a range of orientations
3D technique has been devised to simulate ext
the sediments have been subject to more than
orientation. 3D models were stabilised and p
made as, both, forward models and as recon
interpretation. The forward models investigated hangingwall deformation and faulj patterns
in arèas where a listric extensional fault is modified by the presence of an existing fault at an
angle to the current detachment. The f,reld examples. involved constructing models of the
deiachment surface from depth converted seismic sections and deforming them to check the
accuracy of the initial interpretation. Computerised Tomography (CT) technique has also
been used to simulate progressive deformation.
2D experiments are repetitions of sandbox
some new results. These experiments dem
fault reactivation and nucleation during progr
particle motion during extensional deformation
lraphical depth-to-detachment and fault reconstruction techniques. Modified ChevronÕoñstruction^ and Inclined Shear Construction, which imply movement parallel to the
detachment or inclined shear planes are considered likely to be accurate, whereas, my
analysis shows that even those are inadequate. A geometric interpretatiol gf particle paths
has 
-been 
suggested. A wide variety of deta< hment morphologies a-nd theil combinations
were constructe¿ in the 3D model box. 3D modelling allows edge effects to be avoided or
specifically included and allows for more com modelled. The
Uìitaing oi a side ramp into a 3D model can s that pre-date the
active ðxtensional features. These models patterns in plan
view, as the active faults approached pre-existing faults. These models show relative
distribution of pre-rift and- syn-rift sèdiments in extensional regimes. The models
constructed with an end ramp incorporating a side ramp show a rotational block and a crestal
collapse block parallel to each ramp with á third graben developed above the intersection of
the two detachment ramps. These experiments show that the hangingwall geometries are
mainly controlled by maiì active detachment, although, the side ramp has a strong influence
on the hangingwallitructure. Computerised Tomography is a non-destructive technique for
the analysis of internal fault geometries of analogue models. Materials with low X-ray
attenuatiôn a¡e the most appropriate for tomography. Various low density materials were
tested which have similar mechanical properties to sand and coarse granular NaHCO, was
selected as the most appropriate material. It provided results on the relative compaction and
dilation of a sedimeñiary sequence in extensional sedimentary basins. ' The main areas
chosen to model field examplès are from the North West Shelf, Western Australia. The
Barrow and Dampier Sub-baiins provided three examples to be modelled into a scaled modelbox. Specif,rc 2D and 3D models constrained by seismic interpretation and depth
conversion, confirmed the existence of the Mermaid Fault as a ramp-flat-ramp detachment.
lv
There was a major period of extension on the detachment during the Permian with movement
diminishing through the Triassic. The modelling makes it clear that the substantial
unconformity developed between the Late Permian and Early Triassic involved considerable
uplift of the area to the west of Arabella- 1. 3D modelling of the Beagle Sub-basin suggests
that the Cossigny Fault was an early, deep seated fault that acted as a side ramp to later
extension. 3D modelling also shows that the sedimentation history in the Cossigny Trough
should be the same as that in the Beagle Trough and Thouin Graben. Flinders Fault is a
planar fault with hangingwall deformation where subsidence dominates over extension. This
case study suggested that the model can be improved by continuous sloping the distal part of
the detachment. 3D modelling of the Sholl Island Fault has conltrmed that the hangingwall
above low angle detachments deforms by rotation with little faulting and minimal
development of a crestal collapse block. The comparison of modelling with seismic can only
be achièved after depth conversion, so that the imaged structures are presented as true depth
sections.
Sandbox modelling work done in this thesis conclude that the shape of an extensional
detachment surface is the major control on the geometry of deformation of the hangingwall.
General rules have been concluded for the development of faults in extensional hangingwall
deformation controlled by the intersection and shape of the detachment. These rules only
apply to cases where the detachment does not stretch. The shape of rollover anticline differs
sügñily when the side ramp is planar rather than listric and in the planar case the hangingwall
deformation is mainly controlled by antithetic faults. Three prominent graben produce by
extension diagonally away from two pre-existing side ramps, two of them parallel to each
side ramp with a third graben at the intersection of detachments. A curved listric detachment
produce ã single graben parallel to the strike of the main detachment. Rotational extension
þroduce a stylè of extensional deformation where a naffow crestal collapse block on the slow
moving wall develops, this merges to form a wider crestal collapse block in the fast moving
zone. Differential eitension above a simple listric detachment creates an orthogonal transfer
fault zone. A listric end ramp constructed at an angle of 220 degrees to the active detachment
produce characteristic features, such as reduced subsidence above the "nose". This nose is a
natural consequence of extension from a backward dipping detachment morphology, e.9.,
the change in orientation between the Barrow and Dampier Sub-basins.
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Key elements associated with a simple listric fault.
Generalised hangingwall elements associated with a listric ramp\flat
detachment.
Cross-section view of the 2D model box.
Progressive stages of deformation above a simple listric detachment after
30, 50 and 100 per cent extension.
Fault patterns developed in response to 30 and 50 per cent extension
aboveã high angle simple listric detachment.
Structure developed in response to 30 per cent extension above ramp-flat-
ramp detachment morphologY.
Hangingwall geometries and sequences of faulting in the case where the
moving wall was not constrained (equivalent to deltaic systems).
Trace of individual particle motion after 30 per cent extension.
Motion of marked particles during 30 per cent extension on a simple
listric detachment.
Motion of selected particles above a simple listric detachment viewed
with respect to the hangingwall.
Hangingwall fault restoration of 30 per cent extension above a simple
listric detachment.
Progressive displacement of marked particles during nominal 10 per cent
incrèment extension above a simple istric detachment.
Seismic section showing deformation related to extension on the
Mermaid Fault.
Relative movement in per cent of marked particles during progressive
nominal 10 per cent increment extension on a simple listric detachment.
Three dimensional image of a simple listric detachment.
Simple geometric construction of particle paths in the hangingwall above
a simple listric detachment.


















Figure 3.1 Plan view of the 3D model box.
Figure 3.la Isometric views of detachment surfaces used in the 3D experiments
Figure 3.2 Perspex models of reconstructed 3D structures.
Figure 3.3 Plan view of the fault pattern developed above the detachment







Figure 3.4 Plan view of the fault pattern developed during extension away from an
end ramp that is modified by a side ramp.
Plan view of the fault pattem developed during extension away from an
end ramp that is modihed by a side ramp. Surface cut-off angle of side
and end ramps is 90 degrees.
Plan view of the fault pattern developed during extension away from two
oblique side ramps.
Plan view of the fault pattern developed during extension above a listric
fault sandwiched betwèen two fault segments with ramp/flat detachment
morphology.






Figure 3.9 Planar rollover developed above a planar side ramp.
Figure 3.10 Faultbranchingwithconstanttotaldistributionof displacement 
.
monitored from the surface of a 3D model relating a field example




























Schematic diagram of a Third Generation CT Scanner.
Attenuation values of the selected modelling and model box materials.
3D CT model box.
Scanned images of the longitudinal sections after 20 per cent extension
above a simple listric detachment.
Scanned images of pure sand above a ramp-flat-ramp detachment.
cT images of the model box filled with sand mixed with plaster and high
density sand layers as a pre-rift sequence.
CT image of the longitudinal section after 20 per cent extension above a
simple listric detachment.
Scanned images of the longitudinal sections of a 3D model showing 20
per cent exteñsion diagonally away from two pre-existing faults.
Scanned images of a 3D model illustrating progressive deformation.
Sedimentary basins of the Western Australian margin.
Subdivisions of the Northern Carnarvon Basin.
Location of the fault study ¿ìreas on the North West Shelf.
Structural elements in the Beagle Sub-basin.







































Transverse section of a 3D model.
Time-depth curve from Arabella-l area extrapolated to depth using
velocity panel data from the surrounding area.
Hangingwall deformation in a 2D sandbox model. The detachment is
based on the depth-converted Mermaid Fault.
Uninterpreted seismic line OB 82-13.
Uninterpreted seismic line OB 82-14^.
Uninterpreted seismic line OB 82-16.
Uninterpreted seismic line OB 82-18.
Uninterpreted seismic line OB 82-20.
Uninterpreted seismic line OB 82-22.
Uninterpreted seismic line OB 82-26.
Depth converted section of seismic line OB 82-1,3.
Depth converted section of seismic line OB 82-20.
Plan view of the fault pattems developed above the Mermaid Fault.
Seismic line OB 82-13 showing deformation related to extension on the
listric Mermaid Fault.
The longitudinal section of the 3D model.
Seismic line OB 82-I4A showing deformation related to extension on the
listric Mermaid Fault.
The longitudinal section of the 3D model.
Seismic line OB 82-16 showing deformation related to extension on the
listric Mermaid Fault.
The longitudinal section of the 3D model.
Seismic line OB 82-18 showing deformation related to extension on the
ramp-flat-ramp Mermaid Fault.
The longitudinal section of the 3D model.
Seismic line OB 82-20 showing deformation related to extension on the
ramp-fl at-ramp Mermaid Fault.
The longitudinal section of the 3D model.
Seismic line OB 82-22 showing deformation related to extension on the
ramp-fl at-ramp Mermaid Fault.



































Seismic line OB 82-26 showing deformation related to extension on the
ramp-flat-ramp Mermaid Fault.
The longitudinal section of the 3D model.
Time-depth curve for the Candace area extrapolated to depth using
velocity panel data from the surrounding area.
Depth converted section of seismic line OB 82-150.
Seismic line OB 82-53 showing deformation above the Flinders Fault
System.
Oblique section of the 3D model illustrating geometries of the seismic line
oB 82-53.
Structure developed in response to extension above an end ramp
incorporated with a side ramp.
Structure developed in response 45 degrees oblique extension above two
side ramps.
Structure pattern developed in response to extension above a curved
listric detachment.
Structure developed in response to differential extension above a simple
listric detachment.
Structure developed in response to extension above a simple listric
detachment modified by a listric detachment in backward direction.
Structure developed in response to rotational extension above a simple
listric detachment.
The Brazos Ridge (Corsair) Fault, Gulf of Mexico. (a) Scematic plan
view of the Braios Ridge fields, (b) seismic line A through the Corsair
Fault, (c) seismic line B through the Corsair Fault.
Scematic plan view of the Celtic Sea basins.
(a) Cross sections through the North Celtic Sea basin, (b) cross sections
through the St. George's Channel basin and the Fastnet basin, (c) cross
sections through the Bristol Channel basin and the South Celtic Sea
basin.
Mesozoic structural evolution of the Celtic Sea basins and the related
development of facies. (a) Late Triassic, (b) late Oxfordian to early
Tithonian, (c) Beniasian to Aptian.
Ni f the NigerD anticline
w apse.
The Grand Banks, Newfoundland. (a) Differential extension of Jeanne
d'Arc basin, (b) seismic line 79-NF-1104 is subparallel to the western
margin.
Line drawing showing the hangingwall fault pattern of a normal fault,


































Figure 6.14 Interpreted seismic line showing a listric growth fault from Gulf Coast.





Figure 5.1 Summary of the Mesozoic tectonic event history of the North West Shelf. 1 1 I
xlv
